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This week
Today

-6 p.m. Keynote address: Honeymoon with My Brother; lnterna•
tional Education Week event;
Curris <:enter Theater. free
•7:JO p.m. •A Flea In Her Ear" by
~.rges Feydeau; RQ))ert E. Johnson Theatre, free with Racercard,
$8 faculty and stnff
•8 p.m. 'The University Chorale
and Chamber Singers concert;
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center Performing Arts Hall, free

Campus Briefly

Saturday

Sunday

&.DL Doggie Day Spa until 2
p.m.; Carmen Pavilion, College
Farm Rd., prices vary for services
•1 p& Women's b~ketball vs.
University of Evansville: RSEC.
free
•1:30 p.m. • A Flea in Her Ear" by
Georges Feydeau; Robert E. Johnson Theatre, free with Racerc:ard,
$8 Cor faculty and st.'lff
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Monday

•U UL The Journey Church; Cur·
ris Center: Larae ~room
•2:30 p.m. ·~ Plea in Her ~r" by
Georges Feydeau: Robert E. Johnson Theatre; free with Racercard.
$8 (ac:qlty and staff
•3-.30 pJD. Senior recital by Matt
Hl3h~ower, tuba: Price Doyle Fine
Arts Cenr~ Performing Arts Hall,
free'

Today

ftl.lll I I UEI

6p.m.
Keynote
address: Honeymoon with
My Brother;
Curris Center
Theater. free

-. p.m.

Murray State Traditional
Karate Club; Carr Health racquetball courts 4 and S
•5 p.m. RCA meeting: Curris Center Ohio Room: open to all
•7 p.m. Quad State Junior High
Band Festival; Lovett Auditorium,

free

:::=:::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::::;:::;;:::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.==:::=;-;======~---:_:Ph_o::,tocourtc'y of amazon.com

Tuesday

Wednesday

e.4 p.m. Murray State Traditiona1
Karate Club; Carr Health racquetball
courts 4 and S
5:30 p;m. Murray State Students for
[Jfe meeting; Curris Center Mississippi Room

Police Beat
Nov.l2
12:20 p.m. A student ticket
writer found an altered parking permit in a car ncar
Franklin Collt.>gc. An officer
took a report for theft by
unlawful taking under $500.
1:57 p.m. A caller from Mason
Hall reported a forklift hit a
parked vehicle. Transportation Services was notified and
an officer took an information
report.
6:36p.m. The residence director from White College
reported a vacant elevator
stuck on the seventh floor.
Central Plant was notified.

Nov.l3
8:16 a.m. A caller from the
University Bookstore report·
ed a shoplifter. Murray State
police .1rrested Wendell W.
Edmonson. non:-s tudent from
Murray, for theft by unlawful
taking under $500.
·
12:43 p.m. A caller from
Sparks Hall reported an

•1:30 a.m. Classes dismissed Cor

Coming Up

Thursday
All day eft~~¢ HGioy yo\ir holldayl

•Dec. t WOI1d AIDS Day; HAMES Project AIDS
Memorial OUilt CtJrls Center Ballroom

Thimksgivill$
If you would like an event to
appear in thi.' This Week section,
fill out a form in the Murray State
News office at lll Wilson Hall, fax
to 809·3175 or e-mail information to
thenews@murraystate.edu.
Please submit event:> by noon on
Wednesdays. We cannot guarantee
all items received will be published.

aggravated :;tudent. Officers
could not contact the student.
U:S2 p.m. Murray State police
arrested Michael Brockman,
freshman from Winchester,
Ky., for driving under the
influence in the Residential
Collegt~ Circle.

Nov.l4
2:57
p.m.
An
officer
approached subjects in the
mall area writing on a stop
sign. The subjects started
running when they saw the
officer. The officer esconcd
them back to clean the sign
and took an information
report.
6:28 p.m. A caller from
Regents College reported
being locked out of a vehicle.
An officer opened the vehicle.
11:31 p.m. A-caller (rom the
Hart College front desk
reported a person acting
strangely in front of the col·
lege. The subject was gone on
officer arrival.

Nov. IS

..

2:06 p.m. A student from the

900 block of College Courts
requested Emergency Medical Services. The student was
transported to the emergency
room by Emergency Medical
Services.
4:34 p.m. Murray police
reported a subject outside
Elizabeth College making
strange statements. An officer
asked the subject to leave
Murray 'State property. The
person complied. An officer
took a report.
U:38 p.m. Racer Patrol
requL>Sted an officer check on
two individuals on the Roy
Stewart Stadium track with
Murray State bicycles. The
individuals left, leaving the
bicycles on the track. An officer took an information
report.

Nov.l6
11:43 a.m. A caller from the
'Expo Center reported an animal left inside a vehicle for
several hours. An officer
locate(! fhe owner, who stated
he had been checking the :mimal periodically. The animal

appeared normal to the offi·
ccr.
2:S7 p.m. A caller from
Regents College reponed a
strange odor on the second
and lOth floors. An ofticer
said plumbers had been cutting pipe and caused the odor.
Murray State Enivronmental
Safety and Health was notified. The officer took an
information report.
6:46 p.m. A caller from the
Wellness Center requested
Emergency Medical Services
for a subject who passed out
while ploying basketball.
Emergency Medical Service:.
was notified. The subject was
conscious but disoriented and
transported to the emergency
room.

Nov.l7
5:47 a.m. A caller behind the
Well ness Center rcq uestcd
assistance because tht: caller's
wheelChair stopped working.
An officer assisted the caller
and took nn inf6 rmation
repurt.
6:01 p.m. A caller reported

Photo courtesy of .1idsqu•h.org

Nov.13
p.m. A caller lrom College
reported a raccoon
:I>UIIUUIIUI'o in front Of the buDding
not let the caller into an
~-~~~-~,lfaparunc[llti The Department of
~
and Wildlife was notified.

students mixing epoxy in the
Blackburn Science Building
basement. The students were
working on a fiberglass project for a professor. An officer
took an information report.
8:53 p.m. A caller reported a
missing roommate to Public
Safety. The students live offC<unpus, so the caller was
referred to Murray Police.

arrested Carl Felix, nonstudent from Murray, in the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
for a bench wurant for the
Murray sherifr:; uftice.
5'37 p.m. A caller from the
Applied Science Building
requested a racer escort. An
officer escorted the caller to
Wuods Hall.

Nov. IS

Motorist assists - 0
Racer es~orts • 1
Arrests- 3

8:14a.m. A caller frum Robert
E. Johnson TI1Catfe reported
theft of eoSlume.. jewelry. An
officer tout< a repo rt for theft
by unlawful taking Linder
$500.
11:36 a.m. Murray State police

Assistant Ncws.Edltor O,Stal Akers compileS" Police Beat

with materials provided by
Public Safety. Not all dispatChed calls .'lrc listed.

MURRAY
YOUR WORLD TO EXPLORE
Come explore the world of Summer 0
Summer Orientation Counselor Interviews will
be held December 8, 9 and 10
Deadline to apply is Monday, December 7
Applications are now available
in the Office of Recruitment,
ls t floor of the Curris Center
Interviews will be held
in the Office of Recruitment

I

W•ffle

!

.99~1

You must have a 2.25
cumulative GPA to apply
New Freshmen are el1
igible to apply;
freshmen will be required to obtain a 2. 25
this semester to be considered.
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Opinion Editor: Jodi Keen
Phone:

Our view

Tap resources
before that .
well runs dry
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.
When faced with a lack of
resources, what's a school to do?
Murray State's family planning
was a victim of recent Kentucky
budget cuts. Since then, students
using these services have had to
look for other programs to meet
their needs. Some appeal to their
health insurance companies for
help. Others get a second job to
pay for medical supplies and doctor appointments.
Sophomore Madeline Bartley,
though, took a different approach.
The Louisville native's curiosity
was peaked by an online contest
with the Great American Condom
Campaign, and so she filled out
an application of short answer
questions about Murray State's
family planning situation and sent
it in - and was gifted 500 condoms
from Amplifyyourvoice.com.
While Murray State's condoms
are funded by a different grant
·and still available, Bartley's situation begs a question:
If the resources are out there to
meet Murray State's family planning needs, why not take advantage of them? Methods such as
•Web site c~:mtests may11seem a bit
unorthodox, but if they yield
results (an(i positive ones, at that),
why shouldn't we go for them?
Those resources, wherever they
are, will be given to and used by
someone, so why not us?
Some Murray State pessimists
have said the lack of family planning funding is too big a problem
to be dealt with in a grassroots
way. The obstacles are too big and
expensive, they say. Give it up.
The situation resembles what
administrators and instructors tell
students about studying abroad:
Don't let money be a cause for
concern. If you want to go abroad,
don't let anything stop you or
stand in your way.
A multitude of resources exist
to get students abroad, so why
does the resourcefulness have to
stop there?
It doesn't.
Want to go back to school?
Choose from a plethora of online
degrees to fit your schedule.
Itching to know how to fold a
pirate hat out of newspaper? Just
ask your old friend. Google.
Need to whip up a fabulous vegetarian side dish for your Thanksgiving guests? Call every person
in your phone book, and through
their networking, end up with the
phone number of your cousin's
stepfather's ex-girlfriend's vegan
sister.
Anything can be done. It just
takes some persistence and elbow
grease.
If a student can fill out a contest
application "on a whim" and win
500 condoms, there are obviously
resources out there we are overlooking.
The News encourages not only
Health Services to keep searching
for methods to fund these programs, but also those students and
faculty who support them. The
administration isn't the only one
with power.
Let's use our connections, our
creativity and our concern to tap
into springs of funding. Problems
can be solved and remedies found,
but it starts with a little action.

Birth control? Anyone?
Is this the line for Health Services?

Campus voice

Annual MLK day of service: Just one day is not enough
1 keep
hearing
more and
more as the
day
gets
closer,
wWhat will
you do for
the Martin
Luther
King
Jr.
John Walker day
of SerJunior from
vice?"
Murray
For those
who do not
know, this is a special day set
aside in honor of King to build
communities through activism,
social justice and community service.
The activities can range from
non-violent civil disobedience to
building a house or tutoring at a
local school. It is a day about giving back.
The idea and meaning behind
this day is noble, and I hope many
of the students across Murray
State's campus choose to participate.
The real issue I have is any
such activity has become standardized.
Student activism has been an
integral part of shaping our country for the past half-century.
It is deeply rooted enough in

the American tradition; it should
not be pigeonholed as some past
holiday to observe or take part in
just because it is an official day.
Community service and social
justice arc areas alive and in need
of a new outpouring of both vol·
untcef!l and ideas tt\ carry tb'e
torch Into thi~ new century.
Why not this generation? Why
not the most connected, educated
and, as this past election showed
us, concerned generation since
the legendary Sixties?
The reality is we arc slowly but
surely making our way toward
just that. For those students out
there shaking their heads, I say
get on board.
I was very opinionated as a
freshman at Murray State, but I
rarely found myself taking action
on those opinions. So l joined the
Murray Environmental Student
Society and found myself with
many like-minded peers.
We became familiar with the
issues in our state- of which there
arc many - and were soon networking with groups all around
the state who were excited to sec
students organizing on campus
for the environment.
Within the year we were
marching across the state to
attend meetings. take part in
protests and bring together stu·

dents from many schools across
the Commonwealth to build a
movement.
Two years later, I am proud to
say MESS has not only become a
driving force not only on campus,
but is a recognized grbup across
~entutky working wittl t:dmm\i~
nitles and other organizations.
We have also tried to bring
these experiences back to Murray
in our effort to show students and
locals just how connected we are
to Kentucky.
No matter how far removed we
think Murray is, it just isn't the
case.
The idea of being an activist is
not a special role in society. It is
when regular citizens stand up for
their beliefs to make a better
world for those who will come
after us.
Martin Luther King Jr. was not
an activist because of some special day in the year.
He saw injustice in his time and
took action.
Fighting injustice is not a holiday; it is every day of the year. I
call upon all Murray State students not only to take action on
this Jan. 19, but to take action
indefinitely.
Students. get involved with an
issue you care about and shake
things up.

I What do you think •••

The Muumty dt.«rJte
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l Ha disaster movie were filmed in

I Murray, what would it beabout?

"The ice storm, because it shouldn't
have been that serious and no one
here was prepared to handle it."

Kari Shemwell • Hopkinsville, Ky.
sophomore

"All the agricultural animals would

turn against us and eat us alive!"

Juan Casa del Valle • Louisville, Ky.
sophomore

UPCOMING
EVENTS
·Faculty Senate meeting.
2:30 p.m., Dec. 1,Currls Center Barkley Room
-cAB meetlrMJ, 5 p.m., Dec. 1,
Curris Center Tennessee
Room

·Leadership Workshop
Series. 5 p.m., Dec. 1. Curris
Center Ohio Room
•NAMES

Project AIDS
Memorial Oullt, Dec. 1-9,
Curris Center Ballroom
•SGA meetirMJ, 5 p.m.. Dec.
2, Curris Center Baf1cley
Room

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 809·3175

thenews.org

The News Editorial Board

"Probably an earthquake. We're
sitting on top of a fault."

Wesley Cook • Murray
sophomore

"An individual has not started
living until he can rise above the
narrow confines of his individual·
istic concerns to the broader concerns of all humanity,"- Martin
Luther King Jr.

Mia Walters
Editor·in·Chief • 809·6877

laura Cash

News Editor • 809·4468

Jodi Keen
Opinion Editor • 809·5873
Charlotte Kyle
Features Editor • 809·5871

Elizabeth Johnson
Sports Editor • 809·4481
Display Advertlslno Sales • 809·4478

Elijah Phillips
Online Editor • 809·5877

John VauQht

Chief Copy Editor • 809·5876

Misty Hays
Photography Editor • 809·5878
Joe Hedges
Adviser • 809·2998
David Szemeredy, Production Manager· 809·5874

Write to usl
The News wekom~ commentanes and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 word$ or less. Contributors should ln<lude
phone numbers lor venhcallon. Plea~e include hom~town. classlftcallon and t1lle or relahonship to th~ UnlveJSity. Commen·
tar!es shlluld be llm1ted to 600 words.lhe News reser~es the nohtto edit for style. ll'IIQlh and content. No anonymous contri
buttOns wil be ampled. All contnbutioos should be turned In by noon on Tuesday ol each week vta e111a1t or the~Ol'IJ.
rhe Ner;s strives to be the Untverslty commumty's source lor 1nforma!lon Our ooa11s to presenlthallnlormation in a fan
and unbldsed manner and provide a free and open lorum for expression and debate.
The Nevrs Is a desiQMted publfc lorum. Student editors have authority to make au content decisions wilhoat censorship or
advance approval. The paper offers a hands"OIIIeamilll) environment for students Interested in )ournafism. The campus press
should be hee from censorshiP and adYance approval of copy and its ed1tors should develop thfir ed1lortal and news pohetes.
The NP'IIS 1s prepared and eaited by ~tudents and Is an official publication ol Murray State Univers1ty The first copy 1s free.
Mditional copies are available lor 25 cents at 111 Wilson Hall

from tht front:
FI~Q photos by Otrek IAiltr/TMIIeWS. cutouts by ChriS Phlllops/ThtNIWS: (sldeb411rom top) Clll ol Fame Qt'IPhiC lly Cll!IS PhlH•ps/7111! Nfttt

Campus VOICe phOto courtesy or racebo~.com Sports photo by Nate 8rel~fora/ Thf :WWS: ltdtur~ Qfdphic courtuy of lllfqOSIIP.com. wtather
qrapbiu by KriSten w.ue~/Thf New~· wea\J1tr lnlormallon courlesy ol wuthef .com
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Watch carefully: Films teach you lessons
I've always believed
everything happens for
a reason.
1 believe people can
become stronger when
dealing with tough situations in life as cliche as
that might sound.
I do not consider
myself to be an overly
religious person but I
Misty Hays
do try to believe that
Graduate student
things will work out for
from Decaturville,
the best in the end.
Tenn.
All of these beliefs
were reinforced when I
first watched the movie, ''Henry Poole is
Here."
The film was actually influenced by reallife experiences. The director, Mark Fellington, said he chose it because of how personal
the subjects were to him, such as with the
loss of his wife.
Luke Wilson stars in this drama about life,
miracles and faith. The movie opens with
Henry Poole buying a bouse in his old Southern CaHfornia neighborhood.
When buying his house, he continues to
say that he will not be living in the house
very long but does not give any other details. •
Henry's empty life is full of vodka, pizza
and sadness.
His overly enthusiastic new neighbors
instantly annoy him by prying in his personal life by asking too many questions.
Things change when he meets his neighbor. Esperanza. While visiting him, Esperan-

za, believes she sees the face of Jesus on his
patio wall.
Henry thinks it is just "a water stain for a
lousy stucco job."
It is soon believed the image has healing
powers when it starts releasing drops of
blood that no one can explain.
Within a few days, people visit from all
over his town to experience the miracle, but
Henry continues to shut ·down, not letting
anyone in.
It is soon discovered Henry has been diagnosed with a terminal illness and dOl"'S not
have much time left to live.
The movie follows different characters
making remarkable journeys in their lives.
Viewers learn the stories and different
lessons from characters such as Patience, a
convenience store clerk, and even Henry's 6year-old neighbor, Millie.
Henry eventually learns important life
lessons through his neighbors and his neighborhood changes as a result of their journeys.
Movies can be more than just a form of
entertainment.
They can inspire, bring people together or
simply make you laugh.
They can also teach you that everything's
going to be okay even when you sometimes
think things arc not going to be.
"Henry Poole is Here" taught me that it is
okay to cry. lt also taught me not to give up
and to keep hope even if things look unbearable at times.
As Patience said one of the film's crucial
scene. ''Sometimes things just happen
because we choose for them to."

By the numbers
While films have long been enjoyed for
their entertaining plots and innovative
techniques, they are also criticized for
stretching the truth in order to
entertain moviegoers. Some ftlms that
do accurately portray history, however,
fail at the box office.
Do consumers only care about being
amused, or do they think they can handle the truth? It's a money-vs.-truth
scenario, so The News asks, do films
adequately inform the public?

No
(100%)•

Yes
(0%)•

• A II J't$ults., of noon Tbul'$1U}7
(ftiJlJ lheMWS.Otg.

letters • letters • letters • letters
Health care bill passes,
gives hope to pro-lifers
On response to the Nov. 7 passing of the health care reform bill
by the U.S. House of Representatives)
The health care bill passing in
the House of Representatives
finally came down to the Stupak
Amendment, which forbids any
federal funding for abortion.
As the Senate dt:bates the bill,
this amendment will certainly be
on one of the front burners.
With abortion as one of the primary issues in the health care
debate, it would do us all well to
take a look at "who" we are talking abo1,1t when we are talking
about abortion.
Abortion · supporters call her
"fetus," a Latin name meaning
"little one."
At conception, our "Little One"
is only about the size of a grain
of salt. She begins with 23 chromosomes from each parent. In
that one little cell is the complex
genetic blueprint for every
detail of Little One's development.
The color of her C)'es and hair,
her height, her skin tone - it is all
there in the first miraculous

Runamuk
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moment of the beginning of her
life.
From that moment, Little One
is quite a remarkable young
lady.
Only three weeks later, Little
One's heart begins to beat.
The foundation of her brain,
spinal cord and nervous system
are already established.
At one month, she becomes
)0.000 times larger ~han th~
original fertilized ,egg she came
from. When she is only 40 days
old, her brain waves can be
detected and recorded.
At seven weeks she begins to
move spontaneously.
At eight weeks she is little
more than an inch long, all her
body has formed and everything
is present as in a fully developed
adult.
If an object touches the palm
of her hand, she will grip it with
her little fingers.
She even has fingerprints.
At 12 weeks, she exercises
energetically, turning her head,
curling her toes and opening and
closing her mouth.
In another week, hair begins
growing on her bead.
Now all Little One has to do is
grow in the safety and warmth
of her mothe.r 's womb.

What will Little One be?
Mnybe she will be a great leader
who will help the world find
peace and guide more people
into freedom.
Maybe she will be a medical
research scientist who will find
a cure for cancer.
Maybe she will be a teacher
and train others to experience
the wonders of life and truth.
With those long ;fingers she
has, maybe she will.be a pianist _
and thrill thousands with her
music.
I
Oh, what potential Little One
has!
Maybe she'll be a - oh wait,
this is the end of her story.
Little One became one of the
3,000-plus fetuses who each day
in America who have their
potential ended by the tools of
abortionists.
More Little Ones die in the
"safety" of their mother's womb
than all other places in the world
combined - all in the name of
"choke."
Strangely enough, Little One
wasn't given a choice!
Steve Casey,
Stonewall, La.

Cheers to ... the government getting $3.3
billion back from
Walter Forbes. How's
that for a stimulus
package!

Jeers
to ... people ~
opposing President
Obama's

bow to
Japan's emperor. We
have to fight over a
bow now? Get a life.
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Cbeenthe
to
...

Tbeory•
guys for appreciating

the Leonid meteor

shower. Weren't the only ones.

]HI'S to ·- a ridicu- ~
lous rain shower
for
hiding the

Leonid
meteor
shower from us.
Cbeers to ,... Murray
State's international
students for treating
us to an entertaining
soccer tournament.
Cbe«s to -

State's

Murray ~

athletics
department for finally
shaking up the football program.

by Trevin Holder
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Check it! The News online opinion selection:

My epic failure:
I'm anti-feminist
Before I begin this
week, I must apolo·
gize. What I am
about to say will
likely inspire more
than a few sharptongued responses
and maybe a playground beat-down or
two. Some readers
Jodi Keen will be deJighted and
Opinion Editor others will want my
head. Offended or
not, I won•t take back what I say.
Over time, feminism has been injected
into the speech, ideas, lifestyle and
behavior of many of the women's movement's most fervent supporters. They, in
turn, take charge of thl•ir lives, no holds
barred, and rebuke anyone who attempts
to step in their way.
When these women get angry, the
phrase. "Hell hath no fury like a woman
scorned" flashes across my mind, and I
instinctively drop into a fetal position.
from the look of it, you'd think I'm protecting myself from bears. No, folks, not
bears. Just feminists.
Yes. I just compared feminists to bears.
Most women want <'quality, but some
will mow anyone down to get it.
Ladies and gentlemen, your opinion
editor is not one of these women. Allow
me to tell you why.
Exhibit A: 1love wife jokes. I'm more
likely to tell a zinger of a wife joke than
demand a "councilwoman" be called a
"councilperson" to equalize her among
her colleagues. I don't necessarily think
Sarah Palin's recent cover photo on
Newsweek magazine was sexist; in fact,
any photo shoot where she poses like
that just invites sexism to walk right in
that door.
Exhibit 8: I don't know a thing about
sports, power tools or changing a tire on
my car. So when people act like I don't
know, 1 don't take offense - because I
genuinely q_on.'t know. Whcrc's the argument? Exactly. Moving oru
Exhibit C: Women get on my nerves.
We always have to play the oppression
card. Anyone playing the .. perpetually
oppressed" card sucks dry any respect I
may have had.
As a woman, 1 do feel kind of like a failure for not being more aggressive about
female quality. What hurts more, though,
is when other women berate me for
"enabling" gender inequality.
This is the point where the hurt turns
into anger. Anyone who knows me well,
knows when something is pushed at me,
I instinctively shoved back even harder.
Do feminists want me to stand up more
for women? Then stop criticizing me for
letting a man open the door for me. All it
shows is his mama raised him well, and
he looks far more admirable than the resident feminist cursing at him for smothering her independence.
Better yet, when 1 think of the AntiChrist, I picture a woman. Who that particular woman is ... well, let's just keep
that under wraps for now.
I know by making light of it, I'm trivializing the women's movement, and I
genuinely d(m't m<.~an to mean everything
my female ancestors have;. sturggled for
in order to give me the freedom I enjoy
today. But what fun can we have if we
can't poke fun at ourselves? Who wants
to take something so seriously that all
humor is lost?
Do you remember the Japanese man
who played Arnold un "Happy Days"? Pat
Mortila was an actor who, as a child, was
put with other Japanese immigrants into
an American, watered-down version of a
confinement ghetto in California during
World War II. When he got started in '
stand-up comedy, what was his subject
matter? Jokes about Japanese people. He
indirectly challenged his audience to
come clean about their prejudices about
japanese people while also having fun.
So what's the point in beating an idea
into someone's head with a bloody mallet? If you approach your issue with
respect and humor, that person is more
likely to respond- and in a good way.
Respect can be a complicated thing,
but here's how I sec it: We have our differences and we know it, but we're not
going to use them as weapons toward
each other. So let's enjoy our company,
agree to disagree and move along.

Qp.ote of the week: "Women rule the
world. It's not really worth lighting
becausc they know what they're doing.
Ask Napoleon. Ask Adam. Ask Richard
Burton or Richie S:1mboru. Many a man
bas crumbled."

-Jon Bon fovi

• Thenews.org: Comment on an article from today·s newspaper, take the online poll and preview next week's issue of The News.
• M tldusiMsl Check out Mickie ~s ta1r1 an • Mum¥ Slate bGmlr filln. at watdt IS Ricky. Kyle and Greg take on the latest sports news.

• The Nerd Facebook opinion fotuln: Racer head football coach Matt Griffin was let oo this week. Tell us what this means for the future of Racer football.

Song ofthe week: "B"'-.es Ain't s•••"
-Ben Folds, by way of Dr. Dre

Contact

Keen

murraystacc.edu.

at

jodi.keen@

..
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Campus closes to
cut back spendillg
Stephanie Steele
Staff writer
In these economic times, imagine opening a utilities bill for clel·tricity, water and other utilities for a
household of two pL·oplc. Now imagine opening a
bill including all of the above, plus wages and other
expenses for roughly 12,000 students, faculty and
staff.
Like a household, when a university stops using
certain utilities for any amount of time, ·energy costs 1
Nate Breldordl The News
go down.
Astudent at Health Services receives a free blood pressure check. With a universal health care system, these could be free for all Americans.
This is cxnctly what Murray State will be doing
this Dec. lH- jan. 4.
Last year, the University closeJ its doors for winter break and saved approximately Sll,OOO after
wages were paid to employees who had to work
during the break, joshua jacobs, chief of staff, presidential accounts, said.
Although Ebert said it seems the American
rent health care system, the effects on stu·
Casey Thornton
University President Randy Dunn expanded the
Staff writer
view is each man for himself, Judy L:yly,
dents should be minimal while in school,
break by three days again this year. including Dec.
health educator and board certified staff
Oliver said, because those without insurance
21. 22 and 23.
Representatives from Canada, England,
nurse. said this should not be the case for
would be able to get medical care to fit their
some.
.As for this winter break, Jacobs said he did not
Germany and Japan presented aspects of unineeds.
have an accurate projection of the expected savings.
versal health care systems Tuesday night at
"There is a fair amount of Murray State stuA universal health care plan, however,
lie did say, however, lust year was exceedingly
"Whither healthcare? How do we navigate?
dents who do not have health care coverage,"
would also create a higher volume of patients,
cold, and. if this winter is milder, the University will
An International Comparison."
Lyle said. "A health care system that would
because there would be little to no personal
be able to save even more on utilities because they
cover students despite any preexisting condi·
pay involved, and patients would start makThe presentation compared a universal
will not have tu usc the heating system as often.
health care system to that of the United
ing doctor visits for many little reasons they
tions would really be beneficial."
In addition to the nnticipated mild weather,
Students can go to Health Services to
States.
normally wouldn't do so. Oliver said.
Jacobs said the University would like to encourage
The House of ReprL·sentatives passed Pres·
receive treatment for basic illn.csscs without
Doctors' flexibility would be limited, which
everyone to do what they can to lower energy costs
worrying about whether it is covered hy their
idcnt Obama's health care reform bill Nov. 7,
would result in a lower quality of care, Olivt•r
pod. other bills in order to help save money.
indicating universal health care could
health insurance. Lyle said. But when a stu·
said, and a higher number of visits would also
"We hope the closure thi.:; year will yield even
dent's needs go beyond what Health Services
become a reality.
result in an increased total cost of patient
more savings for the institution as we will encourThe health c:tre bill states it<; purpose is to
can provide, that is when it becomes n probcare.
r~gc individu:~l employees to :~gain participate by
lem for the student, she said.
provide affordnble, quality hcalthcare for all
A universal health care system that makes
As an aspiring doctor, Hrad Oliver, senior
unplugging office devkes and limiting energy use in
the job tougher and the hours even longer
Americans and reduce the growth in health
racb of their individual office spaces," Jacobs said.
care spending.
from .Metropolis. Ill., said he has a few conthan they currently are would ensure people
• Even though the University has estimated several 1
Health care is universal in all of these
cerns about the health care plan.
really want to be doctors to help others, Oliv·
thousands of dollars will be saved in energy expens- 1 industrialized countries represented in the
".As far as students who lack health care arc
er said.
es during the break, Jacobs said they still must facconcerned, there are currently various
presentation on Tuesday, Reika Ebert, profes"Yet free medical services would encourtor in an estimated $11,000 for holiday and overtime
sor of German and representative of Geroptions available." Oliver said, "and if stuage patients to practice preventive medicine
pay for employees of the University. Despite this,
many at the presentation, said.
dents arc unable to pay for their medical care,
and inquire about problems e.1rly when tre:tt·
~he savings are still expected to be high, Jacobs said.
"It seems like there is this perspective in
there are many free clinics available that pro·
ment will be light," Oliver said.
Most faculty and staff are off for winter break, but
the United States that everything should be
vide services on a volunteer basis."
Contact Thornton at cnscy.thornton@
:;ome employees still work.
If the government were to replace the curmurraystatc.edu.
more individualized." Ebert said.
While $11,000 seems like a hefty chunk of change
it is miniscule compared to the money spent each
month in order to keep the University operating.
Murray State's Office of Regional StewardTom Denton, vice president of finances and
Murray Sute wUl join tam.puses across
administration, said thl' University pays approxiship & Outreach and the Dep~rtmcnt of Kentucky Nov. 30 ina statewide day of action
Muak wiU sponsor a scrvic!e dedicate to live.<> titled "Kentucky Students Power Past CoaL"
mntely $525.000 C:ll:h month in utilities.
Coldest
That estimate includes electricity, water, sewage,
lost and those currently affected by AIDS.
The tnain. purpose of action at Murray
The Freshman Readina Experience essay
The service will be at '7 p.m. Dec. 1 at the State is to investigate alternative renewable
gas and any other utility used by the University, he
c.ontt'flt is tJ~UfQtly acceptl,llg essays on Ned FJJ:st Presbyterian Church.
energy options.
said.
Denton :mid he believes the extra days off is a
Vb:zinj's "'t's Kind of a Pwmy Stoey,"
Baritone Patrick Evans, associate pro~swr
The Murray Bnvironmemal Student Socigood idea to shave costs and conserve energy. but
Essays can be submitted in one of two cat· at the Yale University lo.cotitute of Sacred ety hopes to encourase members of tbe comegories- one for flnt·year students and the Music, will lead the service. Swiss pianist munity to reduce energy use. participate in a
he also said it was an excellent morale booster for
l.}jQtdje Stev~ Neslc wiU also perform.
faculty and staff.
other tQ a~zy current Mumay ~tate stu4ent.
public art project and call 5tate representaA rccc:ption at the church and the. AIDS tives to push (or stronser climate change leg·
By closin~ fo r break, the Universiry can give its
Cash prizes will be awarded. J)cadliac for
employees n break, as well as its checking account. 1 raltl6itdlll JJ Dtc. i8.
-.,rial Qpilt o~~ eere.mny in tbe lslatlon.
Denton said.
For
more
information,
contact Curris Center Ballroom will foUow the proFor more information contact Sarah Kelty
fre@murraystate.edu or call 809-4532.
gram.
Contact Steele at stcph.nnic.steclc@murraystate.
at sarah.kelty@murrayatate.edu

Health care bill could benefit students

Across Campus

Vigil held for AIDS

Students go peen

often cash

~du.

Hention
Undergraduates
Increase your earning potential
and job opportunities.
Get a Ph.D.
Let us help.

saa1na

Offering 2 a 4
Bedroom Units
With:
• Individual
·Leases
·Private
Bathrooms
• Tanning Dome
• Swimming Pool
• Tennis Courts
• Fitness Center
• Washer & Dryer
In Each
Apartment
·All Inclusive
Rent to Include
Internet, Cable &
Electric
Allowance
• Friendly Staff

• Atroraltle

4-B8dr06m
tlenov.ated Unit

Contact us today to
reserve your room.
Visit Us At:
The Chase @ Murray
1700 Lowe's Drive
Murray, KY 42071
270-759-3003
myownapartment.com
For Leasing Info Text "CHASE''
to 47464
(Standard Rates Apply)
We are also on Facebook
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McNair
Scholars
ram
$2800 research stipend.
Money for grad school visits.
Undergraduate scholarship money.
GRE prep.
Much more.

Contact us about eligibility
requirements at:
mcnair@murraystate.edu
270-809-2951
Now accepting applications.
The MSU Ronald E McNair Post~te ~Program is 81.2% funded by 1M
U.S. Department of Education under grant #P217A090030 at $225.<m amJally, and 18.8%
state ftnjed at $52,<XXl a:nnually.
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Elizabeth Johnson
Sports Editor
With names like Mike Gottfried, Frank Beamer and Houston Nutt garnering the title of Murray State football head coach, Matt Griffin had a:
lot to live up to when he joined the Racer program in 2006.
However, Griffin wiU not join these men as Racer coaching legends.
Griffin was released as the Racer football bead coach Monday in an·
official statement by Director of Athletics Allen Ward.
"I appreciate what Coach Griffw has done to advance the rebuilding
process at Murray State," Ward stated in a news release. "We have a
good nucleus of players and he made some significant progress in a number of areas important to the long-term stability of the program. But as I
evaluate the season and what's in our overall best interests, I have determined a change would be to our advantage at this point in time."
Griffin was brought to Murray State after a three-season stint in which
he turned around a desperate UT-Martin team.
The future looked to be in good hands when Ward named Griffm the
head coach as he was selected to American Football Monthly's list of 80
"hot" coaches for 2006.
Things looked good for the Racer football program and Griffin at the
end of the 2008 season.
The Racers went 5-7 overall and 4-4 in the conference as the team tal- •
lied its best record during the Griffin era.
Expectations were high at the start of this season with members of ,
Griffin's first recruiting class entering their senior season with plenty of ~
experience under their belts, but the year turned into a disappointment
for Murray State fans.
With inconsistency in the pocket as the role of quarterback switched
back-and-forth from senior Nico Yantko and junior Jeff Ehrhardt, the
offense has yet to get it together.
Howevl~r. a glimmer of hope did come when Griffin pulled freshman
Casey Brockman's rcdshirt before the Racers' Nov. 7 matchup with
Austin Pcay which endea in a 27-17 victory.
Unfortunately for Griffin and the rest of the football team, things fell
to their worst at Southeast Missouri Nov.l4 when Murray State fell 4913 to the Redhawks. The win Lo; the only one for SEMO against a conference opponent and a Division-} program this year.
That devastating loss proved to be the last straw pulled before ending
Griffin's career at Murray State.
In his final season with the football team, he led the team to an overall record of 3-7 and an OVC record of 2-5.
Griffin went 11-33 in his time with the Racers and handed the reins of
the team's last game of the 2009 season to Defensive Coordinator Mark
Lister who will lead the team in a contest against the Golden Eagles at
1:30 p.m. Saturday at Tennessee Tech.
Griffin showed no negativity in his statement in Monday's press
release about his firing.
"My family and I have and will always appreciate the generous support of the Murray State University administration, students, loyal alumP,ootball Head Coach Matt Griffin's timeat Murray State was cut short when the athletic department announced Monday he had been fired with nae, fans and student-athletes," Griffin stated.
Contact Johnson at elizabetha.johrt$on@murraystate.edu.
~ne Qame remalnlno in his fourth season with the Racers.
i
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Racers enter conference
I
tour11ament as No. 4 seed
.l:yra Ledbetter

i

aff writer

After a season of injuries. adjustments and
c:tifficult matches, the Racer volleyball team
grogressed to the OVC tournament as the No.
4 seed in hopes of bringing home a title.
' "The one thing I want, other than a win, is
t~at they just go and leave it on the floor,"
!Jead Coach David Schwepker said. "All the
qying afterwards, and all that other stuff, that
rfleans they had too much energy left over.
':fhey need to leave it out there, so that win or
l~se they can say, 'Coach I don't have an ounce
qf energy in me. I couldn't do any more than
hat I just did.' That's alii want."
Murray State kicked off tournament play
~ith a Thursday matchup against No. 5 seed
Tennessee Tech University.
l Last year in tournament play, the Golden
~agles defeated the Racers in the final round.
~ipping them of conference Championship.
1This year. the Racers are seeking sweet
r'evenge.
"What I like about it is that we split with
tttem in the regular season, and I like that our
~iris actually want to play them, and they're
f11e ones who took us out of the tournament
lp.st year," Schwepkcr said. "So our girls get a
hance to hopefully take them out of the tourament this year, but it's going to be a great
atchup. I expect it to be a dog fight."
The winner of Thursday's contest will face
1
qff against host Jacksonville State University
tpday.
1 In their most recent matchup, the Racers fell
the Gameco~:ks in five games. nearly defeatihg the team currently ranked No. 1 in the conkrence.
I Last week the Racers lost to' Austin Peay

t
l

~

ro

I
'
I

State University. halting a six-match winning
streak for the Racers, and proving to Murray
State they are not, in fact, invincible.
"I think it was a good thing for them,"
Scbwepker said. "We're not just going to step
onto the court and win. I think that's what happened on Saturday. We've played some really
tough matches, and they just thought they
could step on the court and win even if they're
down. We talked about that, about hnving the
championship attitude, and they have to bring
it"
The Racers, who entered regular season
boasting a No. 1 preseason ranking, are led by
several veteran players who suffered the tournament loss to TTU last year.
Sophomore Jade Guo was named the OVC
Setter of the Week for the second consecutive
week. This is the seventh time Guo has
received the award and the third time this season. She was also added to the All·OVC Sccond Team.
Sophomore libero Kayleah Sauer took a spot
in the 1,000 digs club, last week, tallying 21 digs
in the game against Southeast Missouri State
and fmishing the regular sc.ason with a career
total of 1,036.
This season, Sauer posted 512 digs on her
way to being named OVC Defensive Player of
the Year.
Sauer, along with junior outside hitter Becca
Lamb joined Guo on the AII·OVC Second
Team.
The championship match is set for 7:30 p.m.
Saturday.
•The results of Thursday's game were
UWJVailable at the time The Murray State News
went co press. See thencws.org for updates.
Contact Ledbetter at kyra.ledbetter@

murraystate.edu.

Nate Brelsford!The New~

Freshman defensive specialist Lydia Orf awaits in the backcourt In a match earlier this season at Racer Arena.
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Depending on the weather

Everybody has bird!:;
on their mind
'on
Thanksgiving Day.• it
is hard not to whcn ·a
Elizabeth
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Guest Patrick Brown
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releasing
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Editor
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Sports
E
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S
ports
writer
Head of Sports Operations
Sophomore from Evansville, Ind.
icky Martin, Greg Waddell and Kyle Rogers,
aromas
at
a family's
last
week:
4·2
last
week:
4·2
last week: 5-1
l ast week: 5·1
last week: 4·2
' us a special guest, will face off in a heated
Thanksgiving celetu.aSeason
record:
49·35
Season
Record:
55·29
Season Record: 58·26 Season Record: 56·28
Season Record: S7·27
undof pick 'em.
tion.
r;_:
- --S-tev--e-But resolute waterMill
fowl hunters will ndt
td
el r . be around to take ·in
No. 10 Ohio State at Michigan
0 u oor co umniSt the smells because
ducks, not turkeys, will have their attention
Thursday, as Thanksgiving marks the
annual opening day of Kentucky's duck
; hunting season.
•
No. 8 LSU at Ole Miss
While most of us dread the coming woes
of winter, waterfowl hunters pray for it, .as
it means more birds. A hunter's succe~;s
c,lepends heavily on local and natiunal
Kentucky Georgia
weather. Getting the season dates to line up
with the peak flood of migrating birds· is
something of a crapshool. So far, the odds
do not look good.
El Niii.o may provide a glitch in early seaNo 14 Penn St. at Michigan St.
son hunter's plans. Warmer and wetter
weather north of us has most birds sittirrg
still for now. The delayed harvesting .uf
crops, ducks' key food sources, along with
above average temperatures and plenty .of
'I
No. 25 Cal at No. 17 Stanford
1 water still in liquid state, will slow the early
; season action here in Kentucky. M~t
" l
r.•
ducks will not leave the Club Med·lik"C
VI;
resorts until forced into action by the
•• J
weather.
"'
louisville at South Florida
This forecast will not keep diehard duok
•t
chasers out of the blind come opening day.
l1
The prospects of resident birds, a good
population of wood ducks and teals, and
even some migrating mallards that fly by
the ~alendar will keep hunters busy.
'•
The old hand duck hunters know success
is det1ned by mobility and willingness· to
adapt to waterfowl activity schedules when
temperatures are above normal and waves
of
migrating flocks perch in the north.
He took a chance and when it
Greg WaddeD
Clear skies. the predominant weather
Assistant Sports Editur
kind of came down to everything I
can remember my brother calling theme in November, often result in noc:tur'"This is the final pilr( uf a fnurme. and he said, '\IQu do?,'t need to • nal fee~ing, regucil)g early morning activi·
..
go
vUit•no other ·eooAIU you just . ty.),\.,midqay.)}.~"' c.an wake tpe difference
! partn.$Ciic.s about curr~Mun:ar
need to go to Southeast. You know oetween a dlsasq9USlY1 bonng failure arr(] a , State co.1chcs nnd their athletic
that Coach Kennedy is going to take shot-ringing success. But usc caution:
, careers.
1
When you arc looking for somecare of you. He was there from the Afternoon hunts should be limited to a fuw
times a week to avoid pressuring the
jump when nobody wanted you."'
thing special. the last place you
birds
out of the area. During midday hunis,
So that is what he did. After one
' dften think to check is right under1
be
selective
with your shots and avoid firseason,
Abdur-Rahim
joined
neath your own nose.
ing
at
large
groups.
·~
Kennedy
at
Southeastern
Louisiana,
That was the situation men's baslt is a blessing this season is split as an El
where he went on to earn threeketball Head Goach Billy Kennedy
time All-Southland Conference Nino winter. This year's open duck seasons
found himself in last season as his
selection
honors as a Lion and led 1 are Thursday through Nov. 30 and Dcc-!7
staff lacked a third member just
the team in scoring for three through Jan. 31. This means hunters will·~et
before the start of the year. He did
straight seasons. He also finished as to hunt a week later this season as opp(l6cd
1not havt• to look far. though, as rhat
the seventh all·timc scorer in to last year's uninterrupted 60-day scallon.
coveted last spot w<:nt to a person
The last week could be primctime •for
who had become rather familiar to
sehoul history with 1,282 points.
• ·'
Oddly enough, though. he said his hunters.
him- Amir Abdur·Rahim.
Knowledgeable duck hunter Kenneth
favorite college memory came the
An assistant conch at California
Burgess. senior from Fancy Farm, Ky., said,
year after he graduated.
ln the mid-90s, Kennedy had a
1
"My p roudest moment was "I'm glad that Kentucky issued the split seachance to interact with Abdurwatching my alma mater in the son this year so we will get a shot at thosl'
Rahim early while r<:cruiting his
NCAA
tournament (and) seeing late migrates that may be delayed by the
older brother Shareef. The interac.·
where it came from to where it effects of El Nifio."
tions were friendly, he said, hut he
Despite the forecasts, hunters take th«Jsc
went in four years with the help of
did not get to know the coach until
a lot of guys," Abdur-Rahim said. predictions with a grain of salt because
later,
during
Abdur·Rahim's
Derek Miller/The Nf.'ws
"Four
years before (they went) 7-20 , nature has its way of turning the tables. B\1t
recruitment.
Men's basketball Assistant Coach Amir Abdur·Rahlm (center) watches from the sideand were kind of the doormat of the · even if the forecast was grim. I think the
"To be honest we really just
lines in the Racers 93·39 win over Bethel Nov. 5 at the RSEC.
league, to helping build a program : stubborn waterfowl hunters would still ·t)c
knew each other from that relation· '
to my senior year where we won a 1 out there.
ship that he and my brother had,"
but without any scholarship offers
He added that his brother called
Of all the different sects in the hunting
regular season championship and
him to help seal the deal.
Abdur-Rahim said, "but I would say
he decided to play junior college
then the next year they won the community, I admire the unyielding nature
our rdationship really didn't grow
basketbalL That is when Kennedy
"When it came down to it, 1 had
conference tournament and went to of waterfowl hunters most. Their seaWn
re-entered the picture.
until maybe about six years later
about four :;chools really interested
b 11 h
cuts into the cruelest weather of 't he year.
.
d me out of h1gh
.
the NCAA tournament."
w en h e s1gnc
"I didn't have any offers at all,"
in me," Abdur-Rahim said. "1 visited
The Racers return to play this Once the season begins, they become
, school. He had just taken the job at
Abdur-Rahim
said,
"but
he
knew
Southeastern
Louisiana
and
Central
1
week for the continuation of the amphibious, wading sloughs. swan)p,s,
Florida, (but> growing up our parthat 1 was a good player and heard
1Southeast Louisiana. I believe."
•.
Coaches
vs. Cancer Classic with creeks and lakes.
t•nts
that I needed somewhere to go.
taught us loyalty is very big.
~ During his prep career at Wheel11
They spend ridiculous amounts ~ hf
their game at 3 p.m. today against
From there on through junior coler High School in Marietta, Ga., the
People that have showed you their
money on decoys, guns, ammo, calls ami
James Madison.
character are a Lot of times the peob ~igh-flying guord wns named to the
lege he always stayed loyal and true
boats
to better the odds of shooting :1 limit.
Contact Waddell ut gregory.
~!-Cobb County and Georgia Allto his word and our relatiQnship
ple who are going to be true to what
Despite
all this. they arc often unsuccessrul
they
say
they're
going
to
do,
wadde~l@murraystatc.cdu
just
grew
from
there."
.~.~.tate Honorable Mention teams,
I due to conditions beyond their control, ·but
·'1~
I a duck descending to their decoy is enough
Jacksonville State over the weekend.
Staff report
to feed the addiction.
Murray State enters the gam!! with an offense
I am proficiently lacking in waterfowl
After a rocky season, a harsh 49-13 loss to
under construction. with freshman quarterback knowledge, but if there is one thing I know
Southeast Missouri State Saturday and the recent
Casey Brockman starting in the pocket.
about dedicated duck hunters like Burgc~s.
ro.
firing of Head Coach Matt Griffin, the football
A strong defense led by seniors Austen Lane he and others wilJ be out there, favorable
team heads to Tennessee Tech for this season's
and Tamar Butler have helped the Racers to their conditions or not. ready to shoot at wtiutfew victories this season.
iinalc.
ever may come upon their calls and decoys.
Defensive Coordinator Mark lister will take
Both sides of the ball struggled in the second undiscriminating between resident and
over the :;iddinc duties for the Racers in the
half against SEMO. with the Rcdhawks going on migrate birds or teals, woodics or mallards.
a 22·0 run in the fourth quarter of play Saturday.
game against the Golden Eagles, set to kick off at
1, on the other hand, prefer to wait unt11 I
1:30 p.m. Saturday.
Murray State docs have consistency in sopho- get the call from Burgess that peak time is
r, ~
The Racers, who arc 3-7 this season and 2-5 in
more kicker Kienan Cullen, who recorded two 1 here before I take up any space in a blind.
field goals and an extra point against SEMO, This is amateur of me, but it is necessary to
OVC play, look to square off against TTIJ, which
sports a 5·5 overall record and are 4-3 in the
accounting for more than half of the team's final shield myself from the addiction of partlai·
score.
ovc.
pating in the borderline lunacy behavior of
Following Saturday's matchup, the Racers hit gritty waterfowlers.
The Golden .Eagles look to avenge their 30point loss to the Hact•rs at Roy Stewart Stadium
the offseason looking to replace Griffin and sevContact Miller at steven.miller@
last season and rebound from their 55-28 Loss to
eral senior leaders.
murraystate.edu.
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
270-753-8 5 56
TDD 1-800-54 5-1 833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
RRST FULL MONTH FREE!

Accepting Applications
O ffice Hours 8 a .m. -noon
1 p .m. - 5 p.m .

I

Messages
AM 1340
1oa.m. sunday

FM 92.1

9 p.m. Sunday
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Each week, The News picks some of the top performances in Racer athletics. To submit a player for
consideration in HOT SHOTS, contact Elizabeth Johnson at ellzabetha.johnson~murraystate.edu.
I
I

I
I

I

Sophomore llbero
Kayleah Sauer was
named OVC Defensive
Player of the Year and
earned a spot on the
AII-QVC Second Tearn.
Sauer has recorded 512
digs this season and 1,036
In her career as a Racer.
'•

'

...
•c..'J
,. i,

Junior guard B.J. Jenkins,
a transfer from Liberty
University, received OVC
Newcomer of the Week honors
after his performance In the first
two men's basketball oames. Jenkins
averaged 12 points, 3.5 rebound and 3.5
assists per game.

Sophomore forward Ivan
Aska was named OVC
Player of the Week after
averaging 18.5 points and
3.5 rebounds In
the Racers'
contests with
California at
Mlssouri·St
Louis. Aska
recorded an
82.4 field ooal
percentage In
the oames.

•'

'•'

~.

,, ,.

The first freshman to
start for the women's
basketball team since the
2006·07 season, guard
Mariah Robinson helped
the Racers to their first
two wins of the season,
averagino 14.5 points per
oame. She also sank five
three-point shots in seven
attempts.
II
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AT UNIVERSITY·BOOK CBEAN

1203 CHESTNUT CT. SUITE A UNIVERSITY PlAZA
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National news, gossip sure to spice
up your lunch conversation
Information and photos from
the Associated Press
Compiled by Charlotte Kyle
RJchie hospitalized for pneumonia
Nicole Richie was
admitted to a Los
Angeles
hospital
and is being treated
for pneumonia, her
publicist
Nicole
Perna said.
Richie checked
herself into CedarsSinai Medical Ceo·
ter and is doing
well, Perna said.
Richie, 28, gave
birth to a son, Sparrow James Midnight Madden, in Scptem- •
her. She and her partner, rocker Joel Madden, have a daughter, Harlow, who turns
2 in January.

'Uncharted 2' leads award nominations
"Uncharted 2: Among Thieves" seized
eight nominations for this year's Video
Game Awards, Spike TV announced
Wednesday.
The action-adventure "Uncharted 2" is
bucking for Game of the Year, as is "Batman: Arkham Asylum," which logged a
total of seven nominations, according to
Spike TV.
. Military shooter game "Call of Duty:
Modern Warfare 2" and zombie thriller
"Left 4 Dead 2" each received six nominations, including Game of the Year.
"'Assassin's Creed 2" rounds out the contenders for Game of the Year.
Nominees for the 2009 VGAs were
selected by an advisory council made up
of experts in the video game industry.
Winners arc chosen by that group and by
fans, who can cast their votes in 28 categories at VGA.Spike.Com.
The seventh annual Video Game
Awards will air on Spike TV Dec. 12.

Swift to design greetlDg card line

Photos by Ocrd.; M •llcr!The News

Matthew Collins, alumnus from Marion, Ky., strikes a pose duriACJ a scene from 'A Flea In Her Ear.' Collins portrays Tournel in the GeorQes Feydeau play.

Play lampoons suspicion, schemes
Charlotte Kyle

Fresh off her tri- ,...:':..:...--~-=---.....
Features Editor
umph at the Coun·
One small misunderstanding can lead to a
try Music Associaworld of trouble.
tion Awards, Taylor
The Department of Theater will perform "A
Swift netted a deal
Flea In Her Ear," written by Georges Feydeau and
to create a line of
translated by John Mortimer. The play tells the
greetjng cards.
story of mistaken identities and unconfirmed sus·
American Greetpicions.
ings Corp. CEO Zcv
Angi Hanan, assistant professor of theater,
Weiss said Swift's
directed the play. She said the audience should
abilities as a storyteller and songexpect humor and scheming.
writer make her a Taylor Swift
"It's a classic farce, in every sense of the word,"
she said. "It starts out with a miscommunication.
natural for writing
Our leading lady is convinced her husband is
cards that wlll appeal to all ages.
having an affair so she, with her best friend,
The Cleveland·based company said
Tuesday that cards. gift wrap, stationery, • (comes up) with a scheme to catch him red-handonline greetings and other related proded."
Hanan said their plan, which includes a fake
ucts overseen by Swift will begin appear- ,
love letter written by the scheming best friend,
ing in the spring.
goes awry. This brings the characters into the
Swift, 19, said she has always been fasmidst of cra1.y coincidences when they all arrive
cinated by feelings and how people
at the same seedy hotel, she said.
express them.
"It's very zany,'' she said. ''The characters have
Terms of the deal were not disclosed.
no idea what's going. but the audience gets to
enjoy knowing."
Oleanna revival to close in January
The most difficult part of directing the producThe Broadway revival of David
tion, Hanan said. was working with the large cast
Mamet's "Oieanna" is folding after a 97performance run.
of 18 cast members playing 20 characters. She
said the process was worth it to sec the actors
Producer Jeffrey Finn said the producembrace the play's style.
tion, which stars Bill Pullman and Julia
"Most of them have never had any experience
Stiles, will close Jan. 3 at the Golden Theatre. The play opened in New York on
with this kind of high comedy," Hanan said. "(It)
also requires them to execute this very crisp
Oct. 11 after a successful summer engagewordplay. It's a very difficult style to be in and
ment at the Mark Taper Forum in Los
they've done a remarkable job in terms of learnAngeles.
ing new skills to get the story across."
"Oleanna" concerns a power struggle
This humorous style, Hanan said, should
between a university professor, porattract Murray State students to the theater.
trayed by Pullman, and a female student,
played by Stiles.
"Honestly, it is a rollicking good time," she
said. "It is a hysterically funny play. Everyone,
regardless of what kind of theater they like,
Depp declared 'Sexiest Man Alive'
(should enjoy this production). AI this point. in
This year's "Sexiest Man Alive" is once
the semester everyone could use a good laugh."
again Johnny Depp.
Students should be prepared, she said, for a full
Depp
nudged
evening of theater. The production has three acts
aside Hugh Jackman
to get the coveted
with two intermissions.
"They must stay for the thrilling conclusion,"
endorsement from
Hanan said. "You really need to sec how it unravPeople
magazine
els. Plus, there's a spanking in the third act and
Wednesday. 1t is the
actor's second time
who would want to miss that?"
Rachel Sweeney, sophomore from Evansville,
as "Sexiest Man
Ind., said this production differs from the previAlive." He also won
ous shows this semester.
in 2003.
Kate
Coyne,
"The past two shows have been more on the
senior editor at Pc:o- Johnny Depp
serious side, (whereas) this is a farce," Sweeney
said. "This is a lot of fun and (students are) going
pie, said on CBS'
"Early Show" that Depp has achieved an
to get a lot of the sexual humor and stuff like that.
I think it plays better to the college audience."
almost "iconic status in terms of sexiSweeney said her character, Raymonde, is the
ness."
johnny Depp was someone who was
one who starts the drama by jumping to the con·
elusion her husband is cheating on her.
sexy 10 years ago," Coyne said. "He'll be
"It's been (a fun role) to play, being that mis·
sexy 10 years from now. He's someone
chieveous character who jumps to all the wrong
who appeals to multiple generations of
women."
conclusions and brings everyone else with her,"
she said. "This whole thing could have been
Depp joins other double winners Brad
Pitt, George Clooney and Richard Gere.
solved in two minutes if (she) just stopped to ask
(her) husband what's going on."
Matt Bomer, who stars in USA's "White
Collar," was named "Sexiest Rising Star."
One of the most challenging aspects of the

Tournel (Collins) tiQhtly holds onto Raymonde, played by Rachel Sweeney, sophomore from Evansville, Ind.
play, Sweeney said, was learning the movement.
"This show is a lot more movement-oriented
than (past) shows I've been in," she said. ..Trying
to convey my character through all of these
movements has been a challenge for me, but it's
been a good thing."
For Stevie West, junior from Mckenzie, Tenn.,
the hardest part was not moving but rather
speaking.
"We all speak with British dialects," West said.
"It's been hard for me because I have a very
Southern twang."
West said her character, Raymonde's best
friend Lucienne, is one of the few characters that
is not having an affair. However, that does not
mean she is completely innocent.
"(My character does her) fair share of egging
things on, and it's (her) idea to write the letter in
the first place," she said. "(She) sticks (her) nose
in where it doesn't belong."
''A Flea In Her Ear" is scheduled for 7:30
tonight and Saturday and a matinee at 2:30 p.m.
Sunday at the Robert E. Johnson Theatre. The
performance is $10 general admission. $8 faculty
and staff and student amission is free with Racercards.
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@murraystate.
edu.

If you go ...
"A flea In Her Ear"
• 7:30 tenlght and Saturday,
t30 p.m.
' Robert f. JohnSon lbeatre
• F~ Jtlth Racercard
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Music Review - - - - - : . . - - - - - - -- -- - -

Mayer's latest album offers nothing new
features Editor Charlotte Kyle
writes the music reviews.
W hen it comes to a musician as
famous as John Mayer, everyone
has an opinion.
' When
you've
successfully
released multiple albums and won a
handful of awards. everyone will
compare your new stuff to you r old
stuff. It is lnevitaole.
After all, everyone has his or her
favorite song. Nothing new can
compare to the magic and the wonder of that favorite song.
, Eventually, however, people pick
favorites from the new material;
then the cycle starts again.
• " Battle Studies," Mayer's latest
release, comes to fans after three
years of waiting.
I went into this album expecting
it to sound like a John Mayer album
- because of that, I was not disappointed.
Each track seems to channel his
past style, from the "Continuum"era "Assassin" to the "Heavier
Things"-style first single "Who
Says."
Already the album has been hit
with contradictory revil~ws.
One reviewer says it is the best
and most innovative thing Mayer
has released. Another argues it is
simply bubblegum pop and does
l'hoto courte~y oi amazon.com
not allow Mayer's abilities as a guitarist to shine.
John Mayer's 'Battle Studies' features repetitive choruses and heartbreaking lyrics. In short it sounds like everything else he's done.
. When it comes down to it, "Battle
four times. I get it. You guys say
my favorite track on "Battle StudStudies" is a good album. Mayer has
more than halfway through. Even
iesK is actuall}' a cover of Robert
goodbye a lot.
then. it is barely noticeable.
a pleasant voice and even his most
Johnson's ''Crossroads."
At least on "Perfectly Lonely" he
simplistic musicianship is better
It is just enough to please the
only says it three times then adds,
than a lot of mainstream artists.
Swift fans without insulting the
It's a good track. He has the talent
to pull off that style, but it doesn't
"'cause I don't belong to anyonl! \
Whether the album is good
Mayer fans.
nobody belongs to me."
enough to justify the wait for it,
"Who Says,'' however, is p robafit with most of the album. Comparing that style to the more acoustic
When it comes down to it. the
however, is questionable.
bly the biggest disappointment.
album is simply deja vu. Mayer
Nevertheless, "Battle Studies" is a
It is not a song about marijuana,
pop is such a harsh transition.
The rest of the songs just sort of
loses some of the magic he once
biography for the heartbroken.
Mayer said. even if the lyrics
had by trying to recreate it, and I'm
Wounded in the love war- at least
include the gem, "Who says 1 can't
fall flat. They are good for a listen,
but immediately after I turn it off
not okay with that.
that's what the tabloids say - Mayer
get stoned?''
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@
I've forgotten what I've listened to.
devoted an album to the ba.ttle
That's not why it's disappointing,
My parents used to say that to
murraystate.edu.
scars.
though. It's disappointing because it
me. Things they tell me go in one
When I fust heard of countrysounds so much like so many of his
ear and out the other. "Battle Studpop singer Taylor Swift's appearother songs.
ies" does just that.
ance on the album. 1 became ncr·
It's distracting. 1 spend the w hole
"Heartbreak Warfare" was a nice
vous. I have nothing against the
two minutes and 56 seconds trying
choice for the opening track. It ties
teen sensation, but the idea seemed
to figure out if it is more like "The
the album together thematically.
a bit too sugary.
Heart of Life" or "Stop T his T rain."
As it turns out, there was nothing
with "Assassin" and "War Of My
Don't get me wrong - I like it. It
Life" more obviously joining into
to be apprehensive about. Swift's
just feels obnoxious and lazy to
........___......L.....
- ~Onenote:-On:l)l-ifyU\i're'"boreu
appearance-is more ·like'a clitneo~ ' ~te-an o ld song and call it--a - the- motif~ Her voice, which sounds good on
single.
" All We Ever Do ls Say Goodbye"
Two notes: Borrow it from a friend
the track, m uch unlike her live perThe above paragraphs will make
is pretty, but incredibly redundant.
Three notes: Buy it on iTuncs
formances, does not appear until
me look like a hypocrite as l admit
The chorus literally repeats the title
Four notes: A future classic

Ibis week's new releases
lllilaMI Tlls~IJ

Ills

• •four Christmases"
• "Funny People"
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RemefJlber that time your friend trash-talked her
bQsS on Facebook. only to have her boss comment
that she was fired? No? Okay, maybe it wasn't your
frfenct. but It happened to someone, and that dassk
tem (alonCJ wfth others) are available to mo.:k and

• Shaklra • •Sfle Wall"
Easy

Why bother owning a radio :.mym.rm::?
Music can be found
more prominently on
television shows than
anythin~ else, and, the
usc of tunes fits neatly
into four categories:
1) We hired an actor
who also sings -· ·
Charlotte
We might as 'well
Kyle
usc tht~ml When the
Features Editor casting director hires
an actor who can sin'g,
the actor's abilities suddenly appear on
the show whether they arc relevant to
the plot or not.
On The CW's "One Tree Hill." Haley
(played by Bethany Joy Galeotti) started
as a talkative and awkward tutor. She
was book-smart, but after the show's creator realized Galcotti had a four-octav~
range. Haley became music-smart, td'b.
Eventually, Haley ~ave up dreams of
being a teacher in favor of being a rock
star.
• •
It didn't make a lot of sense, but:
fans don't seem to mind. After all, they
get new music by an artist they otherwise wouldn't know - and it's great
music.
2) The real band masquerades as a f~ .
Seth Green's Oz on "Buffy the Vampire
Slayer" played in <1 band. Green, hmvever, did not actually perform. Insteasi~
Four Star Mary was the real Dingoes .As.e
My Baby.
•,
On "One Tree Hill," Tyler Hilton carne
on as Chris Keller. He played hiS own
material, appeared on the shoW's soundtracks as himself and went On tOUr ·as
himself.
•
-·~
Once he was gone, the show launched
Kate Voegele's career by calling her.~ia
Catalano :;md featuring more than ~ of
her songs In a two-season run.
~
This is different than simply ''the fake
band," which includes Zack Attack of
"Saved By The Bell" and The Crucifolks
from "Moral OreI."
3) W e built the music venue set ... • .
...Again, we .might as w.c ll use it "Qo
"Buffy," the aforementioned Dingoes Me
My Baby played at the Bronze. Other
guests included Sprung Monkey and
Michelle Branch.
In season two of "The O.C.,'' the ~alj
fornin gang started hanging out at "Tl-(e
Bait Shop, enjoying the tunes of Rooney
and The Walkmen.
· ..
Even "Full House" had The Sma'sb
Club so Jessie and the Rippers alway.$
had a place to play.
·!
4) TV is the new radio
:
Sometimes. music playing in the back:
ground can really enhance a scene. Th~
use of "Don't Fear the Reaper" durini
season one of "Supernatu ral" comes t6
mind. Other times, the scene simply pro;
motes bands the audience has nevet
heard. but that's okay, too.
: ~:
With TV, less well-known bands c'ai)
gain a following and make a few bucks.
The show, meanwhile, can get it chea~;r
by pimping them out with a "this episo~
featured music by" card.
•
•
It's a win-win.
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle~
murraystatc.edu.

Editor's pick

• Adim Lambert· ~or Your
Entertatnmenr
. Lady- ·1be f. . lttOnSter"

• •Angels & Demons"

TV killed the radio star.··
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Create and solve rour
Sodoku puzzles for FREE.
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Members of Marvin D. Mills Multicultural Center's Various Inspirational Talents Artistically Labeled perform a tribute to the late Michael Jackson at Monday's competition.

Students shine in vocal competitiOn
Jamie Booth
Staff Writer
Singers battled Monday for the title of Murray Idol, with one student taking the win.
The Council of College Heads sponsored the
Murray State Idol Vocal Competition, held at
LOvett Auditorium. Admission was free but
audience members were asked to bring nonperishable food items to benefit Needline's
BackPack Program.
Each residential college hosted a preliminary competition to choose one finalist to
compete in the main event.
Kelsey Bogard, freshman from HOME~OWN. took first place while Katie Hughes,
junior from Forrest, Ill., came in second.
Brian Clardy, assistant professor of history,
and Debbie Owens, associate journalism professor. hosted the event.
The competition was judged by Amy Brown,
executive choir director of First Baptist
Church: Stacy Smith, drama teacher at Marshall County High Sc~ool:'and Jason McClure,

priest at St. Leo's Catholic Church.
Each fmalist was judged on a point system,
with 0·20 points given for categories such as
stage presence, voice quality, audience appeal
and originality.
The songs ranged from country to R&R to
pop, with each performer bringing something
different to the stage.
While the judges were tabulating their
scores, Sigma Alpha Iota and Marvin D. Mills
Multicultural Center's Various Inspirational
Talents Artistically Labeled, or VITAL, performed.
VITAL performed a ~Tribute to the King of
Pop" in honor of Michael Jackson. The group
guided the audience through Jackson's career
by dancing and lip-synching to songs by The
Jackson 5, as well as Jackson's solo hits
"Thriller," and "Beat It." Audience members
were asked to sing along to the last song, "I'll
Be There."
Once the judges were finished tabulating.
the winners were announc~d.
Bogard, competing for Hester College, said

ClUB 641 IAR
•on-SIT: I 111• · S11•
sun: noon · '

Gill'

llftOI 1960

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBAll

it felt unbelievable to win the competition. She
performed Jennifer Hudson's "I Am Changing"
and said she tried to re-enact "Dreamgirls''
while on stage.
"I didn't think I bad it in me to win," Bogard
said.
She said she auditioned for the competition
because freshmen often get overlooked.
"I thought it was a good opportunity to make
myself known," she said.
Hughes, who competed for Hart College,
said she entered the competition because she
likes to sing in front of her friends.
"I know it makes them happy," she said. "I
had a really nice performance and everyone
else did amazing."
Hughes said she sang Dolly Parton's "Jolene"
because it is one of her favorite songs, and she
e njoyed competing in the event.
Said Hughes: ''The competition was
extremely talented and it was an honor to sing
with everyone.''
Contact -.-Booth
at
jamie.booth@
murraystate.edu.
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Kahe Hughes, Junior from Forrest, Ill., bows
her
formam:e of DollV Parton's 'Jolene.' Hughes, com~ting
for Hart College, won second place.
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Introducing our
newest designer,

Chelsea Stewart

305 North 12th University Square (270)753-6263

$2.00 per listing • gets the cfass number, prlce,
your name and phone number or e-mail.
Please visit 111 Wilson Hall or call 809-4468
Textbooks are sold student-to-student. The Murray State News Is
not responsible for quality of the textbooks or any part of the
transaction between the buyers and seller. To ensure quality of the
textbook. visij your local textbook dealer.

